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 Instructions – (1) All Questions are Compulsory.

(2) Answer each next main Question on a new page.

(3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

(4) Mobile Phone, Pager and any other Electronic 
Communication devices are not permissible in 
Examination Hall.

Marks

1.  Attempt any SEVEN of the following: 14

a) Name the types of pre-lightners.

b) Define secondary colours in hair colouring.

c) Name the classification of hair colouring.

d) Name the products used in chemical hair relaxing.

e) State three basic steps in chemical hair relaxing procedure.

f) Name the areas of scalp where porosity should be tested.

g) State any two contra-indications of permanent waving.

h) List down any two types of end paper wrapping used in 
permanent waving.

i) Write the first step in hair cutting.

j) Define notching.
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2.  Attempt any FOUR of the following: 12
a) Explain the basic law of colours.
b) State any three advantages and three disadvantages of 

permanent hair dyes.
c) Describe procedure of retouch in chemical hair relaxing.
d) Explain diferent types of sections used in permanent waving.
e) Describe what is elevation and explain its types.
f) Write short note on club cutting.

3.  Attempt any FOUR of the following: 12
a) Explain the procedure for patch test in hair colouring.
b) Write any three safety precautions and three contra- indications 

of pre-lightening.
c) Explain chemistry of chemical hair relaxing.
d) Discuss the role of test curls.
e) Difference between alkaline perm v/s neutral perm.
f) Explain procedure of holding the razor while hair cutting.

4.  Attempt any FOUR of the following: 12
a) Describe the techniques of lightening.
b) Explain procedure of chemical hair relaxing with ammonium 

thioglycolate.
c) Write any three safety precautions and three contra- indications 

of chemical hair relaxing.
d) Which factors influence in formation of curls?
e) Name and explain the types of neutralizers.
f) Explain special effects used in hair cutting.
g) Define following terms:

(i) Tapering
(ii) Back combing
(iii) Slicing. 




